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Understanding Peace Research 2011-03
this textbook provides a comprehensive overview of different methods and sources of information gathering for peace and conflict students
and researchers as well as the challenges presented by such work research on conflict ridden societies carries special challenges for the
collection and evaluation of information about the conflict and its actors first due to the nature of information emerging incentives to
misrepresent and propaganda is common news coverage is sometimes poor and reporting is often incomplete selective and biased second
the sensitivity of the topic and the questions posed in peace and conflict research means that access to and the security of informants can be
a problem peace and conflict research as a discipline encompasses a number of different approaches for obtaining empirical information
which serve as a basis for analyzing various research topics this book provides a comprehensive overview of different methods and sources
of information gathering for students and researchers as well as the challenges presented by such work it offers tools for evaluating sources
and information suggestions on where different types of information can be found advice on using different types of sources including news
reports and written narratives practical guidelines for constructing large scale datasets insights and guidelines for comparative fieldwork in
depth interviews focus groups and surveys reflection and discussion on important ethical concerns in peace research this book will be of
much interest for students and researchers of peace and conflict studies conflict resolution war and conflict studies development studies
security studies and ir as well as for ngo workers researchers kristine höglund is associate professor at the department of peace and conflict
research uppsala university she has a phd in peace and conflict research from uppsala university sweden 2004 she is author of peacemaking
in the shadow of violence magnus Öberg is associate professor at the department of peace and conflict research uppsala university and
associate editor of the journal of peace research since 2006 he has a phd in peace and conflict research from uppsala university 2003 and is
co editor of resources governance and civil conflict routledge 2008

Communication and Conflict Studies 2019-11-05
this book explores relations between communication and conflict how one thinks about communication is demonstrated as shaping how one
approaches conflict and vice versa individuals engaged in conflict transformation apply the tools and strategies of their field while
communicating to widely divergent audiences professional communicators not only create an infinite range of documents to help ensure that
work is accomplished effectively efficiently and safely but also address conflicts in the workplace and in the public sphere thoughtfully
exploring connections between communication studies and conflict studies this collection engages with research and practice on topics
including the potential of social media during revolution the role of gender during mediation and the importance of critical genre usage
during industrial crisis

Computational Conflict Research 2019-11-09
this open access book brings together a set of original studies that use cutting edge computational methods to investigate conflict at various
geographic scales and degrees of intensity and violence methodologically this book covers a variety of computational approaches from text
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mining and machine learning to agent based modelling and social network analysis empirical cases range from migration policy framing in
north america and street protests in iran to violence against civilians in congo and food riots world wide supplementary materials in the book
include a comprehensive list of the datasets on conflict and dissent as well as resources to online repositories where the annotated code and
data of individual chapters can be found and where agent based models can be re produced and altered these materials are a valuable
resource for those wishing to retrace and learn from the analyses described in this volume and adapt and apply them to their own research
interests by bringing together novel research through an international team of scholars from a range of disciplines computational conflict
research pioneers and maps this emerging field the book will appeal to students scholars and anyone interested in the prospects of using
computational social sciences to advance our understanding of conflict dynamics

Coercion and Peace 2018
prifs new research program started in 2018 for at least the next five years the ambivalent relationship of coercion and peace will provide the
framework for a significant part of the research conducted at the institute different research groups will focus on the conditions forms effects
and kinds of legitimation that characterize coercion to peace as well as coercion in peace the topic is not merely of academic relevance by
studying the complex ways in which coercion and peace relate to each other the researchers aim at shedding light on the current plight of
the international order and its consequences for international and intrastate conflict the present report outlines the new research program it
identifies overarching questions crucial conceptual clarifications and important analytical distinctions as well as research gaps and research
topics

Gender Dynamics and Post-conflict Reconstruction 2009
this volume by international authors deals with the role of gender dynamics in the development of post conflict societies the authors describe
and analyze diverse aspects of the intertwining of gender and other social and cultural relations from an interdisciplinary perspective they
analyze gendered post conflict dynamics in diverse contexts asking for the consequences these developments have in the settings under
investigation such as eastern and southeastern europe palestine and afghanistan

Organizational Conflict 2018-08-01
in this book we learn about organizational conflict highlighting different perspectives of conflict resolution and conflict management in
different settings and areas as well as different theoretical views on this subject the authors from norway estonia nigeria israel usa slovakia
turkey finland uruguay and italy bring ideas studies findings and experiences to enhance our knowledge in the field of organizational conflict
the book is divided into two sections and their respective chapters refer to two different perspectives of study the first section covers
conceptual frameworks on organizational conflict considering management and conflict resolution conflict in organizations as an indicator for
organizational values organizational trust as a conflict management tool conflicts and social capital and team conflict in complex adaptive
systems the second section deals with empirical studies on organizational conflict emphasizing research on conflict resolution from the
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perspective of managers and project teams resistance to change and conflict of interest conflicts as a springboard for metallica s success
drivers of innovation deployment affecting marketing relationships and impacts of national culture on the use of bonuses for teamwork thus
we consider this book will be of interest to readers with a diverse group of interests in different specialties such as management social
psychology education law and sociology

Peace and Conflict 2016 2016-06-10
an authoritative source of information on violent conflicts and peacebuilding processes around the world peace and conflict is an annual
publication of the university of maryland s center for international development and conflict management and the graduate institute of
international and development studies geneva the contents of the 2016 edition are divided into three sections global patterns and trends
provides an overview of recent advances in scholarly research on various aspects of conflict and peace as well as chapters on armed conflict
violence against civilians non state armed actors democracy and ethnic exclusion terrorism defense spending and arms production and
procurement peace agreements state repression foreign aid and the results of the peace conflict instability ledger which ranks the status and
progress of more than 160 countries based on their forecasted risk of future instability special feature spotlights work on measuring micro
level welfare effects of exposure to conflict profiles has been enlarged to survey developments in instances of civil wars peacekeeping
missions and international criminal justice proceedings that were active around the world during 2014 frequent visualizations of data in full
color large format tables graphs and maps bring the analysis to life and amplify crucial developments in real world events and the latest
findings in research the contributors include many leading scholars in the field from the us and europe

The Politics of Peasants 2017-07-10
this book is an analysis and exploration of the relationship between peasants and policies within the process of reform in china after
examining the long term rural policies either before or after the reform it was found that all these polices have been expected to promote
peasants interests and claimed to take enhancing peasants happiness as their goal nonetheless the history and current reality of rural
development have demonstrated that the same policy starting point had lead to very different policy designs even today quite a few
institutional arrangements with good intentions have ended up with opposite results and have even become bad policies that do harm to
people this book argues that the reason for such serious deviation between political intentions and institutional arrangements as well as
between policy goals and its results is as a political force the peasantry itself has not effectively engaged with the political process of the
country

Researching Peace, Conflict, and Power in the Field 2021-08-30
this edited volume offers useful resources for researchers conducting fieldwork in various global conflict contexts bringing together a range
of international voices to relay important methodological challenges and opportunities from their experiences the book provides an extensive
account of how people do conflict research in difficult contexts critically evaluating what it means to do research in the field and what the
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role of the researcher is in that context among the topics discussed conceptualizing the interpreter in field interviews in post conflict settings
data collection with indigenous people challenges to implementation of social psychological interventions researching children and young
people s identity and social attitudes insider and outsider dynamics when doing research in difficult contexts working with practitioners and
local organizations researching peace conflict and power in the field is a valuable guide for students and scholars interested in conflict
research social psychologists and peace psychologists engaged in conflict related fieldwork

Managing Interpersonal Conflict 2014-02-05
managing interpersonal conflict is a systematic review of conflict research in legal institutional and relational contexts each chapter
represents a summary of the existing quantitative social science research using meta analysis with contexts ranging from jury selection to
peer mediation to homophobia reduction the contributors provide connections between cutting edge scholarship about abstract theoretical
arguments the needs of instructional and training pedagogy and practical applications of information the meta analysis approach produces a
unique informational resource offering answers to key research questions addressing conflict this volume serves as an invaluable resource
for studying conflict mediation negotiation and facilitation in coursework implementing and planning training programs designing
interventions creating workshops and conducting studies of conflict

Peace and Conflict 2017 2017-11-08
an authoritative source of information on violent conflicts and peacebuilding processes around the world peace and conflict is an annual
publication of the university of maryland s center for international development and conflict management and the graduate institute of
international and development studies geneva the contents of the 2017 edition are divided into three sections global patterns and trends
provides an overview of recent advances in scholarly research on various aspects of conflict and peace as well as chapters on armed conflict
violence against civilians characteristics of rebel and state forces sexual violence democracy and civil war terrorism human rights conditions
and the results of the updated peace conflict instability ledger which ranks the status and progress of more than 160 countries based on their
forecasted risk of future instability adverse regime change internal war state mass killing non state mass killing special feature spotlights
work on the relationship between refugees and the diffusion of armed conflict profiles surveys developments in instances of civil wars
peacekeeping missions and international criminal justice proceedings that were active around the world during 2015 frequent visualizations
of data in full color large format tables graphs and maps bring the analysis to life and amplify crucial developments in real world events and
the latest findings in research the contributors include many leading scholars in the field from the us and europe

Education and Conflict 2005
this project aimed to undertake a scoping study of existent and potential research into the relationship between education and conflict peace
building and post conflict situations both nationally and internationally within this aim the project investigates the main research dimensions
of this area identifies gaps in the research literature summarises key findings that emerge from the literature and suggests future areas of
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research keyword searches of educational databases were conducted in order to identify relevant materials published between 1997 and
2004 those items that were considered key texts or those that were easily accessible were read in depth the project did not aim to review the
literature but to identify the key themes and gaps one author also attended two conferences and used the internet to search for additional
materials and keep in touch with relevant online discussion groups it is estimated that half of the 104 million children not attending primary
school live in countries in or recovering from conflict countries that have lost educational infrastructure as a result of war are less likely to
reach the dakar goal of primary education for all by the year 2015 reported findings include 1 the field of education and conflict is in its
infancy 2 there is much material that addresses the challenges involved in providing education in conflict affected and post conflict areas 3
little research or evaluative evidence exists from education programmes that operate in conflict and post conflict areas 4 research evaluation
and monitoring are often low on the list of priorities for practitioners working in conflict circumstances 5 despite the lack of material in the
pubic domain there is a significant amount of unpublished evidence such as internal reports and evaluations conducted by agencies and
consultants working in the field research and development of practice is hindered by the fact that much of this reflective material is not
available more widely 6 a research practice gap limits the amount of evidence from which further interventions can be planned by
practitioners and policy makers 7 those working in the field of education and conflict have made a significant contribution to challenging the
assumption that education is always a positive force in areas of conflict but due to the research practice gap these developments may not
feed into theory 8 peace education is well documented in the literature on education and conflict although much of the material is opinion
based descriptive rather than evidence based 9 at a national level peace education is closely allied to civic education and citizenship
education but the links between these topics are not well researched in conflict affected areas and 10 although difficulties facing agencies
seeking to implement education in conflict situations are thought to be well known at least one study revealed that in practice the challenges
may be different the report recommends 1 expansion of centralised data collection regarding the provision of education in conflict situations
2 greater use of the internet and e discussions for dissemination of research and network building 3 use of user friendly tools in research
reports 4 greater use of professional researchers to provide consultancy on monitoring and evaluation to practitioners working in the field
and 5 greater collaboration between practitioner agencies and academics three areas are identified for further research to 1 look at the role
of education as a tool for protection 2 investigate the links between citizenship education and peace education and 3 examine ways in which
governments and ngos can support schooling initiated by parents three appendixes are included 1 websites of interest 2 literature search
strategy and 3 the inter agency network on education in emergencies inee contain 9 footnotes

Conflict and Reconstruction in Multiethnic Societies 2004-01-29
this report is the proceedings of a december 2001 international symposium in washington dc organized by the national academies and the
russian academy of sciences the symposium addressed 1 characteristics of peaceful management of tensions in multiethnic societies
particularly in russia 2 policies that have contributed to violence in such societies 3 steps toward reconciliation and 4 post conflict
reconstruction
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The SAGE Handbook of Conflict Communication 2013-02-14
this second edition of the award winning the sage handbook of conflict communication emphasizes constructive conflict management from a
communication perspective identifying the message as the focus of conflict research and practice editors john g oetzel and stella ting toomey
along with expert researchers in the discipline have assembled in one resource the knowledge base of the field of conflict communication
identified the best theories ideas and practices of conflict communication and provided the opportunity for scholars and practitioners to link
theoretical frameworks and application tools

Personal Conflict Management 2015-08-27
personal conflict management utilizes a modernized theory skill approach to interpersonal conflict placing equal emphasis on the theoretical
and practical supporting the notion that there is not one correct approach to conflict management and utilizing the authors shared
experiences as mediators and organizational facilitators this text demonstrates the value of collaborative models for resolving conflict and
the necessity and benefits in understanding competitive approaches through the inclusion of both competitive and cooperative theories the
authors present contrasting perspectives of conflict management beginning with an introduction to conflict the text examines the major
approaches and theories of conflict management following a discussion of the causes and variables which exist within conflicts the skills
necessary for conflict management are analyzed including listening the ability to seek information the importance of understanding
personality types and behavior patters negotiation and conflict assessment the final two sections of the text take the reader beyond the
basics exploring the difficulties encountered in conflict management the aftermath to a conflict and conflicts in context applying the
theoretical concepts to everyday situations written in an academic yet reader friendly style this textbook is enjoyable and thought provoking
for both students and instructors case studies examples essay suggestions discussion questions etc support an interactive environment that
optimizes learning opportunities instructors will find these features useful in the development of classroom discussions and assignments
while students will benefit from the opportunity to examine their own conflict behavior and enhance their skills in conflict management

Handbook of Regional Conflict Resolution Initiatives in the Global South 2022-07-28
during the first half of the twentieth century the international system was largely dominated by the usa and the colonial powers of western
europe after the two world wars the political and economic dominance of these states guaranteed them and their allies an almost complete
control of world politics however as it is the norm in the international system power structures are not immutable after the end of the cold
war rapid changes to the existing international hierarchies took place as new countries from the so called developing world began to emerge
as crucial actors capable of questioning and altering the power dynamics of the world it is therefore unthinkable to ignore emerging countries
such as russia the people s republic of china india brazil or south africa in the decision making process in today s world order in addition there
is a group of smaller yet increasingly important countries that while acknowledging their inability radically to change the rules of the
international system are still eager to shift power relations and enhance their influence in the world argentina colombia egypt indonesia iran
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south korea mexico nigeria pakistan saudi arabia turkey and vietnam are generally recognised as part of this grouping of emerging powers
from the global south while there is a consensus amongst academics that emerging powers from the global south must have a stabilising role
within their own regions previous analyses have focused primarily on the impact that emerging powers have had in their own regions conflict
resolution initiatives this volume instead aims to go beyond these analyses and provide new insights regarding the effect that this stabilising
role has on the continental and global positioning of emerging powers in other words this book explores the relation between a country s
involvement in conflict resolution initiatives and its positioning in the international system the volume will contribute to this approach using
the perspective of academics and practitioners from countries of the global south particularly from states that have strengthened or
sometimes weakened their position in the international hierarchy of power through a leading role in regional conflict resolution initiatives

Research Handbook on Conflict Prevention 2024-06-05
the research handbook on conflict prevention is a cohesive and comparative analysis of the ways in which organised violence is combatted
renowned experts dissect the complex problem of conflict prevention by investigating its three main aspects agency methods and timing

Conflict in Africa 2015-03-08
do modern western ideas about the nature of conflict and its resolution apply to africa to answer this question adda bozeman examines
conflict in africa south of the sahara in its many social political and cultural aspects past and present the author shows how african
perspectives on war and diplomacy have evolved under the influence of nonliteracy tribalism and a concept of undifferentiated time in
addition she confirms that indigenous cultural traditions are resurgent everywhere making it unlikely that african political values will become
more closely aligned with those of the west the two civilizations view conflict differently and have different ways of resolving it the africans
are more at ease with conflict than their western counterparts and they do not see war and peace as the mutually exclusive phenomena that
occidental societies hold them to be the author concludes that modern western concepts of conflict not only do not but cannot allow for
african realities originally published in 1976 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in
1905

Ideas in Conflict 2007
ideas in conflict is a humanities reader with rhetorical coverage that looks at the great issues pondered by many cultures for centuries
winchell and winchell examine the great controversies of civilization dilemmas plaguing humanity from ancient times to the present topics
where no one answer exists and debate will continue to go on for centuries the authors take you on a fascinating journey from the beginning
of the written word on through to present day and encourage you to view all perspectives of these enduring issues then you ll be asked to
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write about your own views the reader strikes a balance between an emphasis on humanities and an emphasis on composition writing and
rhetorical devices learning about the great issues of civilization can only be fully understood when coupled with critical thinking and writing
skills with discussion questions and suggested paper topics ideas in conflict invites you to enter into the conversations that have been going
on for centuries

Gender and Conflict 2016-04-15
through an in depth analysis of the multifaceted manifestations of gender and conflict this book shows how cognition and behaviour agency
and victimization are gendered beyond the popular stereotypes conflict not only reconfirms social hierarchies and power relations but also
motivates people to transgress cultural boundaries and redefine their self images and identities the contributions are a mix of classical
ethnography performance studies and embodiment studies showing emotions and feelings often denied in scientific social research strong in
their constructivist approach and unorthodox in theory the articles touch upon the dynamic relation between the discourses embodiments
and symbolic practices that constitute the gendered world of conflict the localities and research sites vary from institutional settings such as
a school rebel movements public toilets and the military to more artistic domains of gendered conflicts such as prison theatre classes and the
capoeira ring at the same time these conflicts and domains appropriate wider discourses and practices of a global nature demonstrating the
globalised and institutionalised nature of the nexus gender conflict a first set of chapters deals with breaking the gender taboos and
renegotiating the stereotypical gender roles masculinities or femininities during conflict a second set of chapters focuses more explicitly on
the bodily experience of conflict either physically of symbolically while the last set straddle body and narrative the inductive quality of the
work leads to unexpected insights and does give access to worlds that are new and often surprising and unconventional

Teaching About International Conflict and Peace 1995-01-01
this book is about international conflict resolution and management

Conflict Law 2014-07-08
topics as diverse as the evolving spectrum of conflict innovations in weaponry automated and autonomous attack the depersonalisation of
warfare detention operations the influence of modern media and the application of human rights law to the conduct of hostilities are
examined in this book to see to what extent existing legal norms are challenged the book takes each topic in turn explains relevant
provisions of contemporary law and analyses exactly where the legal problem lies the analysis then develops the theme examining for
example the implications of current rules as to deception operations for certain applications of cyber warfare the text is written in an
accessible style and demonstrates the continuing relevance of established rules and the importance of compliance with them useful for
academics military governments ministries of defence ministries of foreign affairs libraries diplomats think tanks policy units ngos and all
others with an interest in law of armed conflict issues such as journalists and students
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Research Handbook on International Law and Environmental Peacebuilding
2023-08-14
this is an open access title available under the terms of a cc by nc nd 4 0 license it is free to read download and share on elgaronline com this
incisive research handbook addresses the growing recognition within the international law community that natural resource governance and
environmental protection are crucial aspects of peace processes both as a security imperative and as an opportunity for peacebuilding
examining the impact of international normative and institutional frameworks on environmental peacebuilding this research handbook
features contributions from distinguished experts and global case studies on integrated legal approaches to the governance of natural
resources

Queer Conflict Research 2024-02-19
bringing together a team of international scholars this volume provides a foundational guide to queer methodologies in the study of political
violence and conflict contributors provide illuminating discussions on why queer approaches are important what they entail and how to utilise
a queer approach to political violence and conflict the chapters explore a variety of methodological approaches including fieldwork interviews
cultural analysis and archival research they also engage with broader academic debates such as how to work with research partners in an
ethical manner including valuable case studies from around the world the book demonstrates how these methods can be used in practice it is
the first critical in depth discussion on queer methods and methodologies for research on political violence and conflict

Researching Peace, Conflict, and Power in the Field 2020-08-29
this edited volume offers useful resources for researchers conducting fieldwork in various global conflict contexts bringing together a range
of international voices to relay important methodological challenges and opportunities from their experiences the book provides an extensive
account of how people do conflict research in difficult contexts critically evaluating what it means to do research in the field and what the
role of the researcher is in that context among the topics discussed conceptualizing the interpreter in field interviews in post conflict settings
data collection with indigenous people challenges to implementation of social psychological interventions researching children and young
people s identity and social attitudes insider and outsider dynamics when doing research in difficult contexts working with practitioners and
local organizations researching peace conflict and power in the field is a valuable guide for students and scholars interested in conflict
research social psychologists and peace psychologists engaged in conflict related fieldwork

Handbook of the History of Social Psychology 2012
this is the first ever handbook to comprehensively cover the historical development of the field of social psychology including the main
overarching approaches and all the major individual topics contributors are all world renowned scientists in their subfields who engagingly
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describe the people dynamics and events that have shaped the discipline provided by publisher

GLOBAL ISSUES ON RURAL AND URBAN CONFLICT VIOLENCE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
2014-12-12
this insightful book guides instructors on how to introduce undergraduate and postgraduate students to the interdisciplinary work of peace
and conflict studies pacs mindful that many students come to pacs with a desire to create positive social change susan f hirsch and
agnieszka paczyńska highlight engaged learning as a key method to pacs pedagogy and emphasise the need to teach theory with an
inclusive and decolonialist approach the book offers both new and experienced instructors concrete advice regarding structuring assignments
designing classroom based engaged learning activities and highlighting reflective practice and ethics

Teaching Peace and Conflict Studies 2024-01-18
politics and conflict in governance and planning offers a critical evaluation of manifold ways in which the political dimension is reflected in
contemporary planning and governance while the theoretical debates on post politics and the wider frame of post foundational political
theory provide substantive explanations for the crisis in planning and governance still there is a need for a better understanding of how the
political is manifested in the planning contents shaped by institutional arrangements and played out in the planning processes this book
undertakes a reassessment of the changing role of the political in contemporary planning and governance employing a wide range of
empirical research conducted in several regions of the world it draws a more complex and heterogeneous picture of the context specific
depoliticisation and repoliticisation processes taking place in local and regional planning and governance it shows not only the domination of
market forces and the consequent suppression of the political but also how political conflicts and struggles are defined tackled and
transformed in view of the multifaceted rules and constraints recently imposed to local and regional planning switching the focus to how
strategies and forms of depoliticised governance can be repoliticised through renewed planning mechanisms and socio political mobilisation
politics and conflict in governance and planning is a critical and much needed contribution to the planning literature and its incorporation of
the post politics and post democracy debate

Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning 2018-09-25
individuals groups and societies all experience and resolve conflict in this handbook scholars from multiple disciplines offer perspectives on
the current state and future challenges in negotiation and conflict resolution this confluence of research perspectives will identify further
synergies and advances in our understanding of conflict resolution
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The Oxford Handbook of Economic Conflict Resolution 2012-10-11
the essential role institutions play in understanding economic development has long been recognised and has been closely studied across
the social sciences but some of the most high profile work has been done by economists many of whom are included in this collection
covering a wide range of topics including the relationship between institutions and growth educational systems the role of the media and the
intersection between traditional systems of patronage and political institutions each chapter covers the frontier research in its area and
points to new areas of research and is the product of extensive workshopping and editing the editors have also written an excellent
introduction which brings together the key themes of the handbook the list of contributors is stellar steven durlauf throsten beck bob allen
and includes a diverse mix of western and non western male and female scholars

Conflict of Interest, Protection of Public Ownership, in Drug Development Deals
Between Tax-exempt, Federally Supported Labs and the Pharmaceutical Industry
1993
this volume evaluates the state of the art in conflict studies original chapters by leading scholars survey theoretical and empirical research
on the origins processes patterns and consequences of most forms and contexts of political conflict protest repression and rebellion
contributors examine key pillars of conflict studies including civil war religious conflict ethnic conflict transnational conflict terrorism
revolution genocide climate change and several investigations into the role of the state the research questions guiding the text include
inquiries into the interactions between the rulers and the ruled authorities and challengers cooperation and conflict accommodation and
resistance and the changing context of conflict from the local to the global

The Handbook of Economic Development and Institutions 2020-01-21
this edited book is a new and valuable resource for students teachers and practitioners providing a detailed exploration of how qualitative
research can be applied in the field of peace and conflict studies this book explores considerations and components of designing conducting
and reporting qualitative research in this field and also provide exemplars of recent empirical research in peace and conflict studies that
employed qualitative methods scholars and researchers in peace and conflict studies and peace education face unique challenges in
teaching designing and conducting qualitative research in these fields this edited book discusses tips in designing qualitative studies in this
area and for teaching emerging peace researchers best practices of qualitative inquiry in addition the book discusses some of the trends
challenges and opportunities associated with research in peace and conflict studies and peace education written at a level appropriate for
both graduate students and active researchers the primary audience for this book is those teaching and learning about the application of
qualitative methods to peace and conflict studies as well as those conducting research in this field there are currently approximately 230
graduate programs in peace and conflict studies this book also provides a useful tool for researchers and students in other academic
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disciplines who are interested in qualitative research such disciplines might include education sociology criminology gender studies
psychology political science and others

States and Peoples in Conflict 2017-04-07
conflict landscapes explores the long under acknowledged and under investigated aspects of where and how modern conflict landscapes
interact and conjoin with pre twentieth century places activities and beliefs as well as with individuals and groups investigating and
understanding the often unpredictable power and legacies of landscapes that have seen and often still viscerally embody the consequences
of mass death and destruction the book shows through these landscapes the power of destruction to preserve refocus and often reconfigure
the past responding to the complexity of modern conflict the book offers a coherent integrated and sensitized hybrid approach which calls on
different disciplines where they overlap in a shared common terrain dealing with issues such as memory identity emotion and wellbeing the
chapters tease out the human experience of modern conflict and its relationship to landscape conflict landscapes will appeal to a wide range
of disciplines involved in studying conflict such as archaeology anthropology material culture studies art history cultural history cultural
geography military history and heritage and museum studies

Peace and Conflict Studies Research 2014-05-01
the end of the cold war has opened up the arena for increased attention to other lines of conflict both in europe and globally environmental
disruption by no means a new phenomenon is a chief beneficiary of the shift in priorities in the public debate the scientific and environmental
affairs division of nato has moved with the times and has defined environmental security as one of the priority areas for its cooperation with
central and eastern europe and countries of the former soviet union research on these issues is now thus very much a collaborative effort
across former lines of division in europe the introduction by sverre stub sets the tone our future common or none at all the book reveals the
very real risks associated with environmental degradation whether of the land waters or the oceans and charts out previous disputes and
points to the very real danger of violent conflict associated with the drying up of natural resources the book ends with a section on responses
which seeks to provide answers to the threats discussed in the preceding sections

Conflict Landscapes 2021-06-24
the gender differentiated and more severe impacts of armed conflict upon women and girls are well recognised by the international
community as demonstrated by un security council resolution unscr 1325 on women peace and security and subsequent resolutions similarly
the development community has identified gender differentiated impacts upon women and girls as a result of the effects of climate change
current research and analysis has reached no consensus as to any causal relationship between climate change and armed conflict but certain
studies suggest an indirect linkage between climate change effects such as food insecurity and armed conflict little research has been
conducted on the possible compounding effects that armed conflict and climate change might have on at risk population groups such as
women and girls armed conflict women and climate change explores the intersection of these three areas and allows the reader to better
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understand how military organisations across the world need to be sensitive to these relationships to be most effective in civilian centric
operations in situations of humanitarian relief peacekeeping and even armed conflict this book examines strategy and military doctrine from
nato the uk us and australia and explores key issues such as displacement food and energy insecurity and male out migration as well as
current efforts to incorporate gender considerations in military activities and operations this innovative book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of international relations international development international security sustainability gender studies and law

Conflict and the Environment 1997-09-30
how do conflicts escalate this is one of the major questions in conflict research to offer further answers richard bösch follows a tripartite
agenda first he develops a constructivist methodology for the study of conflict escalation embedded in a luhmannian systems theoretical
world society perspective bösch argues that conflicts can be observed as social systems and he looks at the process of conflict escalation by
analysing communication second this analysis offers two case studies the maidan protests in ukraine 2013 2014 and mali s crisis 2010 2012
third it gives insights on how systems theoretical research can be beneficial for peace and conflict studies

1000 Ideas for Term Papers in Social Science 1970
the past two decades have witnessed the emergence of a large body of research examining the linkage between environmental scarcity
violent conflict and cooperation however this environmental security polemic is still trying to deliver a well defined approach to achieving
peace studies are being undertaken to find the precise pathways by which cooperative actions are expected not only to pre empt or
moderate resource conflicts but also to help diffuse cooperative behaviour to other disputed issues the recognition that environmental
resources can contribute to violent conflict accentuates their potential significance as pathways for cooperation and the consolidation of
peace in post conflict societies conceived as a single and reliable reference source which will be a vital resource for students researchers and
policy makers alike the routledge handbook of environmental conflict and peacebuilding presents a wide range of chapters written by key
thinkers in the field organised into four key parts part i review of the concept and theories part ii review of thematic approaches resources
scarcity intervention adaptation and peacebuilding part iii case studies middle east iraq jordan liberia nepal colombia philippines part iv
analytical challenges and future oriented perspectives enabling the reader to find a concise expert review on topics that are most likely to
arise in the course of conducting research or policy making this volume presents a truly global overview of the key issues and debates in
environmental conflict and peacebuilding

Armed Conflict, Women and Climate Change 2018-11-21
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Observing Conflict Escalation in World Society 2023-09-30

Routledge Handbook of Environmental Conflict and Peacebuilding 2018-04-17
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